WOMEN & THE CIVIL WAR

A Working Bibliography of MHI Sources
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GENERAL SOURCES


Women-Civil War

18 essays on gender issues.


Chronicles the wartime work of of various orders.
Women-Civil War


E608.L37.
Biographical sketches of females involved in “information trade”

Leonard, Elizabeth D.  All the Daring of the Soldier:  Women of the Civil War Armies.  NY:  Norton,


McSherry, Frank., Jr., et. al., editors.  Civil War Women:  American Women Shaped by Conflict in


Vignettes.


Schultz, Jane E.  “Women at the Front:  Gender and Genre in Literature of the American Civil War.”


Silber, Nina.  "'A Woman's War':  Gender and Civil War Studies."  OAH Magazine of History

Silvey, Anita.  I'll Pass for Your Comrade:  Women Soldiers in the Civil War.  NY:  Clarion Books,


Whites, LeeAnn, & Long, Alicia P., editors.  Occupied Women:  Gender, Military Occupation, and the

See also:
- Bibliography on Vivandieres in Women-Civil War.

NORTHERN WOMEN-General Histories


NORTHERN WOMEN-Specific Individuals


Includes sidebar article on the supposed "Shoot If you Must" incident and Whittier's poem therein.

Maryland woman offered strategic advice.


Civil War and Franco-Prussian War.
Women-Civil War


See also:
-Bibliography on Mary Walker in Biographies.
**SOUTHERN WOMEN-General Histories**


SOUTHERN WOMEN-Specific Individuals


Burns' diary w/additions by Blankenship.


Cumming, Kate. *A Journal of Hospital Life in the Confederate Army of Tennessee, From the Battle of Shiloh to the End of the War: With Sketches of Life and Character, and Brief Notices of Current Events During that Period.* Louisville, KY: Morgan, 1866. E625.C84.


Wartime resident of New Orleans in the Civil War

Lake Washington, MS.


Chronicle of a Savannah family.


Her “Diary with Reminiscences of the War and Refugee Live in the Shenandoah Valley, 1860-1865.”


Columbia, SC winter 1864-65.


Union sympathizer in Kentucky.


**See also:**

-Bibliography on Mary Chesnut in Biographies.